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Netplus Discussed Savings Beyond Telecom Expense Management at ITFMA
Conference

NetPlus gave a presentation on Thursday July 17th, 2014 at 2pm at the ITFMA Conference on
savings beyond the typical TEM savings.

Gaithersburg, MD (PRWEB) August 14, 2014 -- Telecommunications has been viewed traditionally as a cost
center with organizations focused on cost reduction. At the IT Financial Management Association Conference
NetPlus Director of Strategic Accounts Jim McDonald spoke on how to turn telecommunications into a center
of excellence by improving processes, automating workflows, and gaining control and insight into inventory.

“Customers need more than just someone to do audits and process their invoices. They need complete control
over their telecommunications environment. TEM is still vital but we need to go beyond that and dig deeper to
get the true benefits and efficiencies that customers are demanding,” said McDonald.

The session was well received by audience members with much discussion on inventory management,
workflow automation, and benefits of periodic telecom audits. McDonald addressed how an infrastructure audit
can actually fund an organizations next telecommunications project.

ITFMA is the only association dedicated to IT Financial Management profession and provides a comprehensive
education program on the principles and practices used to financially manage Information Technology (IT)
organizations. ITFMA is the national leader in the education of IT financial management professionals and the
only recognized provider of certification in the various financial disciplines of IT financial management.

An industry leading suite of products, NetPlus Telecommunications Management System helps clients tackle
their telecom expenses while providing invaluable visibility into their network. NetPlus TMS enables
businesses to take control of their telecommunications environment by managing all costs, processes, assets,
network infrastructure, cable, phones, and more.

About NetPlus®
NetPlus is a leading Communications Management solutions provider for both commercial and government
entities. With over 25 years of experience NetPlus offers a suite of solutions for expense management, data
validation, fault management, inventory tracking and control, provisioning, and more. Customers like
Department of Defense, Department of State, United States Air Force, Avaya, Verizon, and the Pentagon utilize
NetPlus solutions for the daily operation of their communications and data network. NetPlus is JITC certified
and can be procured through Vanguard and GSA. Headquartered in Gaithersburg, MD, NetPlus is a division of
Ventraq Corporation. For more information, visit www.NetPlusTMS.com.
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Contact Information
Diana Li
NetPlus
http://www.NetPlusTMS.com
+1 (301) 721-3086

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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